
												   Here are the commonly asked questions from families about our program:

												How long do they stay for?

			    Typically for a week, from Sunday prior to camp to the following Sunday.

Can we host more than one coach?

We do like to make sure that every family who would like to host a coach 

get the opportunity, but you can host more than just one coach.  

Due to the great success of this program, many of the host 

families host a coach year after year.

What do I need to provide the coach with? 

The coaches will need a bed, access to a shower and laundry 

facilities.  While these are the coach’s basic needs, host families can offer 

much more, such as the use of their computers for email access, and to 

join the family meals.

What type of transport do they need?

None, each group of coaches working on the camp in your area will have their own 

transport or access to group transport.  Due to insurance purposes coaches are not 

allowed to provide transport for any players to and from camp, or drive vehicles not 

insured by our organization.

Do I need to entertain them?

No, if you’ve ever met a British coach you’ll find they’ll be quite entertaining 

themselves!  Host families can decide to include them in family activities or even 

sightseeing trips.  Coaches really do appreciate getting a locals tour of the area but 

these social activities are not compulsory.  The coach’s first priority is to work on the 

camp, therefore all social activities must be scheduled after the day at camp.

Are there any guidelines the coaches have to follow?

We pride ourselves on having well behaved men and women coaches.  

They have all gone through our extensive inductions and all have signed 

our code of conduct contracts. Our coaches fully understand that if 

you have any specific rules and regulations they must adhere to them.

If I have some concerns during the week, is there anyone I can call?

Yes, please contact AYSO Soccer Camps at (888) 857 6222.
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